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Abstract
Key-Value (KV) stores support many crucial applications and
services. They perform fast in-memory processing, but are
still often limited by I/O performance. The recent emergence
of high-speed commodity NVMe SSDs has propelled new KV
system designs that take advantage of their ultra-low latency
and high bandwidth. Meanwhile, to switch to entirely new
data layouts and scale up entire databases to high-end SSDs
requires considerable investment.
As a compromise, we propose SpanDB, an LSM-tree-based
KV store that adapts the popular RocksDB system to utilize
selective deployment of high-speed SSDs. SpanDB allows
users to host the bulk of their data on cheaper and larger SSDs,
while relocating write-ahead logs (WAL) and the top levels
of the LSM-tree to a much smaller and faster NVMe SSD.
To better utilize this fast disk, SpanDB provides high-speed,
parallel WAL writes via SPDK, and enables asynchronous request processing to mitigate inter-thread synchronization overhead and work efficiently with polling-based I/O. Our evaluation shows that SpanDB simultaneously improves RocksDB’s
throughput by up to 8.8⇥ and reduces its latency by 9.558.3%. Compared with KVell, a system designed for high-end
SSDs, SpanDB achieves 96-140% of its throughput, with a
2.3-21.6⇥ lower latency, at a cheaper storage configuration.

1

Introduction

Persistent key-value (KV) stores are widely used today
to store data in various formats/sizes for a wide range
of applications, such as online shopping [32], social networks [12], metadata management [7], etc. The write-friendly
log-structured merge tree (LSM-tree) is widely adopted as
the underlying storage engine by mainstream KV stores,
such as RocksDB [1], LevelDB [28], Cassandra [23], and
X-Engine [32]. It remains appealing as production KV environments are often found write-intensive [9, 14, 25, 32, 46],
especially due to aggressive memory caching [11, 50, 53].
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The recent availability of fast, commodity NVMe SSDs
can bring dramatic KV performance boosts, as demonstrated
by recent systems, such as KVell [46] and KVSSD [40]. By either discarding the LSM-tree data structures designed for hard
disks or offloading KV data management to specialized hardware, these systems provide high throughput and scalability,
with the entire dataset hosted on high-end devices.
This work, instead, aims at adapting mainstream LSM-tree
based KV design to fast NVMe SSDs and I/O interfaces, with
a special focus on cost-effective deployment in production
environments. This is motivated by our study (Sec 2) showing
that current LSM-tree based KV stores fail to exploit the full
potential of NVMe SSDs. For example, deploying RocksDB
atop Optane P4800X only improves throughput by 23.58%
compared with a SATA SSD for a 50%-write workload. In
particular, the I/O path of common KV store designs severely
under-utilizes ultra-low latency NVMe SSDs, especially for
small writes. For instance, going through ext4 brings a latency
6.8-12.4⇥ higher than via the Intel SPDK interfaces [37].
This hurts particularly write-ahead-logging (WAL) [52],
crucial for data durability and transaction atomicity, which
sits on the critical path of writes and is bottleneck-prone [31].
Second, existing KV request processing assumes slow devices,
with workflow designs embedding high software overhead or
wasting CPU cycles if switched to fast, polling-based I/O.
In addition, new NVMe interfaces come with access constraints (such as requiring binding the entire device for SPDK
access, or recommending pinning threads to cores). This complicates KV design to utilize high-end SSDs for different
types of KV I/O, and renders current common practices, such
as synchronous request processing less efficient.
Finally, top-of-the-line SSDs like the Optane are costly for
large-scale deployment. As large, write-intensive KV stores
inevitably possess large fractions of cold data, to host all data
on these relatively small and expensive devices is likely beyond the budget of users or cloud database service providers.
Targeting these challenges, we propose SpanDB, an LSMtree based KV system that adopts partial deployment of highend NVMe SSDs. It is based on a comprehensive analysis of
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bottlenecks/challenges in porting a popular KV store to use
SPDK I/O (Sec 2), and contains the following innovations:

We implement SpanDB as an extension to Facebook’s
RocksDB [1], a leading KV store deployed in many production systems [2, 5]. SpanDB re-designs RocksDB’s KV
request processing, storage management, and group WAL
writing to utilize fast SPDK interfaces, and retains RocksDB’s
data structures and algorithms, such as LSM-tree organization, background I/O mechanism, and transaction support features. Therefore its design stays complementary to many other
RocksDB optimizations [9, 10, 17, 48, 57]. Existing RocksDB
databases can be migrated to SpanDB when an SD is added.
Our evaluation using YCSB and LinkBench shows that
SpanDB significantly outperforms RocksDB in all categories
(throughput, average latency, and tail latency) in all test cases,
especially write-intensive ones. Against KVell, a recent system designed to leverage high-end SSDs, SpanDB delivers
higher throughput in most cases (at a fraction of KVell’s latency), without sacrificing transaction support.

2
2.1

Background and Motivation
LSM-tree based KV Stores

Overall architecture. LSM-tree based KV stores organize
on-disk data in levels, denoted as L0 , L1 , ..., Lk , with capacity
generally growing by 10⇥ between adjacent levels except L0 .
KV pairs are stored in Static Sorted Tables (SSTs), each an
immutable file. To avoid data loss/inconsistency, a sequential
write-ahead-log (WAL) file, often sized around tens of GBs, is
maintained on persistent storage. Updates are logged there before being made visible, upon the completion of a write operation/transaction. In-memory updates are made in MemTables,
one active while the rest are immutable. The active MemTable
accommodates updates and becomes immutable when full,
whereupon one or more immutable MemTables need to be
flushed to make space for a new active one.
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Thrd 2
Thrd 3

Thrd 4
…

• It scales up the processing of all writes and reads of more
recent data by incorporating a relatively small yet fast speed
disk (SD), while scaling out data storage on one or more
larger and cheaper capacity disks (CD).
• It enables fast, parallel accesses via SPDK to better utilize
the SD, bypassing the Linux I/O stack and allowing highspeed WAL writing in particular. (To our best knowledge,
this is the first work studying SPDK support for KV stores.)
• It devises an asynchronous request processing pipeline
suitable for polling-based I/O, which removes unnecessary synchronization, aggressively overlaps I/O wait with
in-memory processing, and adaptively coordinates foreground/background I/O.
• It strategically and adaptively partitions data according to
the actual KV workload, actively involving the CD for its
I/O resources, especially bandwidth, to help share the write
amplification common in contemporary KV systems.
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Figure 1: RocksDB group WAL write workflow
Foreground write/read. Upon the arrival of a write operation/transaction, to avoid data loss/inconsistency, its updates
(along with associated metadata) must be first appended to
a WAL file on persistent storage. Then, the corresponding
changes made to the database can be applied to the active
MemTable for subsequent visits. Given that failures are common on typical KV platforms today [18,20,26,62], WAL [52]
remains an integral part of customer facing databases and sits
on the critical path of processing write requests.
User reads may generate random accesses at multiple tree
levels, until the target key hits at a certain level or misses
all the way. Though production KV systems today greatly
improve average read performance through aggressive inmemory caching [11, 25, 50, 53, 60], disk I/O cannot be
avoided, especially with larger databases or lower access locality. The inevitable accesses to slow storage contribute heavily
to tail latency and may affect the overall performance.
Background flush and compaction. These include (1) flush,
where an immutable MemTable is written to an L0 SST file
(often making L0 temporarily larger than L1 ), and (2) compaction, where SST files selected from a level Li are read and
merged with SSTs of overlapping key ranges at level Li+1 ,
with invalid KV pairs removed. The former is triggered by the
number of immutable MemTables reaching a limit, and the
latter by a level becoming full. Both operations create large,
sequential I/O, whose impact on foreground request processing manifests in I/O contention and write stalls (when user
writes need to wait for flushes to empty MemTable space).
Foreground-background coordination. RocksDB and LevelDB control the rate of background I/O through a userconfigurable number of flush/compaction threads. They are
activated when there are background I/O tasks, sleeping otherwise. Researchers have noted the performance impact of background thread settings and proposed related optimizations [9].
However, existing solutions still retain the background thread
design, assuming slow I/O and interrupt-based synchronization, which does not work well with new, polling-based I/O
interfaces (to be discussed below).

2.2

Group WAL Writes

The current common practice in writing WAL is group logging, which batches multiple write requests for one log data
write [27, 30, 54, 76]. This technique is widely adopted by
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2.3

High-Performance SSDs Interfaces

Recent high-end commodity SSDs, such as Intel Optane [36],
Toshiba XL-Flash [63], and Samsung Z-SSD [59], offer low
latency and high throughput [66]. Recognizing that the Linux
kernel I/O stack overhead is no longer negligible in total
I/O latency [45, 69], Intel developed SPDK (Storage Performance Development Kit) [37, 69], a set of user-space libraries/tools for accessing high-speed NVMe devices. SPDK
moves drivers into user space, avoiding system calls and enabling zero-copy access. It polls hardware for completion
instead of using interrupts and avoids locks in the I/O path.
Here we summarize SPDK performance behavior and policy
restrictions found relevant to KV stores in this work.
SPDK overall performance. We benchmarked two modern
NVMe SSDs, Intel Optane P4800X and P4610. Fig 2 gives
Optane results for request type/size combinations, simulating
typical LSM-tree based KV I/O as described earlier (P4610
results show similar trends). We use write calls for ext4
(each followed with fdatasync), and the SPDK build-in perf
tool (spdk_nvme_perf) for SPDK.
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Figure 2: Optane P4800X performance via ext4 and SPDK at
different request sizes by 16 threads. “RR”, “SR”, and “SW”
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mainstream databases today, including MySQL [4], MariaDB [3], RocksDB [1], LevelDB [28], and Cassandra [44].
Beside fault tolerance, group logging also offers better write
performance on slow storage devices (where random accesses
tend to be even slower), by promoting sequential writes.
Fig 1 illustrates the RocksDB/LevelDB group logging
workflow. The WAL write process is sequential: at any time,
at most one group is writing to the log. When there is an
ongoing write, worker threads handling write requests form a
new group by joining a shared queue, with the first en-queued
thread designated the group’s leader ( 1 - 3 ). The leader
(Thread 1 in this case) collects log entries from peers, until
notified to proceed by the leader of the previous group, who
just finished writing. This closes the door for the current group
and subsequently arriving threads will start a new one.
The leader writes log entries to persistent storage in a single synchronous I/O step (using fsync/fdatasync, 4 ). The
leader then wakes up group members to actuate updates in
MemTables, making such writes visible to subsequent requests ( 5 - 6 ). It finalizes the group commit by advancing
the last visible sequence to the latest sequence number among
its entries ( 7 ), disbanding the group ( 8 ), and passing the
green light to the next leader (Thread 4).
With high-end NVMe SSDs and faster I/O interfaces (details in Section 2.3), the group write time ( 4 ) is dramatically
reduced. Meanwhile, batching writes still helps by consolidating small requests. Consequently, the software overhead
caused by the synchronous group logging rises to render
most of the threads wasting their time on different types of
wait (steps 1 - 3 and 7 ). For example, we measured that
RocksDB spends, on average, 68.1% of write request processing time on these 4 steps on a SATA SSD accessed via ext4,
which grows to 81.0% on Optane via SPDK.
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Figure 3: Concurrency evaluation w. 4KB sequential writes
For large sequential reads, going through a file system
(as done by current KV stores) actually matches SPDK results. 4KB sequential writes (WAL-style) via ext4, meanwhile,
achieve a small fraction of the hardware potential, with latency 4.05⇥ higher than SPDK (IOPS accordingly lower).
The 4KB random read and 64KB sequential write tests see
ext4-SPDK gaps between these extremes. Such results highlight that SPDK may bring significant improvement to KV
I/O, especially for logging and write-intensive workloads.
SPDK concurrency. To assess SPDK’s capability of serving concurrent sequential writes, we profile individual SPDK
requests, and find the bulk of the 7-8µs single-thread latency
indeed occupied by busy-wait, which grows with more threads
concurrently writing, due to slower I/O under contention.
We then devise a pipeline scheme, where each thread manages multiple concurrent SPDK requests. It allows to “steal”
I/O wait time to issue new requests and check the completion
status of outstanding ones (each taking under 1µs).
Fig 3 gives latency and throughput results on the Intel
P4610 (N) and Intel Optane (O) SSDs. We vary the number
of threads (“3-N” having 3 threads writing to SSD N) and the
upper limit for concurrent requests per thread (“CR=2” having
each thread issuing up to 2 requests). NVMe SSDs do offer
parallelism beyond utilized by the current RocksDB/LevelDB
single-WAL-writer design. In particular, Optane (O) shows
higher concurrency than P4610 (N), with slower latency and
faster throughput growth with more writers. However, even
with O, going beyond 3 concurrent writers does not provide
higher SPDK IOPS: Using 3 loggers each with CR=3 appears
to offer peak WAL speed, which we denote as 3L3R. N, on
the other hand, saturates at 2L4R.
SPDK access restrictions. The performance benefit of fast
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Figure 4: SpanDB storage overview. The dimmed (grey) components reuse RocksDB implementation
SPDK-enabled access to high-end NVMe SSDs comes with
strings attached: once an SSD is bound to SPDK by one
process, it cannot be accessed by others, either via SPDK
or via the Linux I/O stack. This simplifies inter-workload
isolation associated with user-level accesses, but also disables
partial deployment of file systems to an SSD accessed via
SPDK. In addition, users are recommended to bind SPDKaccessing threads to specific cores [22]. We verified that not
doing so brings significant I/O performance loss. This, plus
the polling-based I/O mode, renders the common practice
of using background flush/compaction threads unsuitable for
SPDK accesses: unbound threads suffer slow I/O, while bound
threads cannot easily yield core resources when idle.

3

SpanDB Overview

Design rationale. We propose SpanDB, a high performance,
cost-effective LSM-tree based KV store using heterogeneous
storage devices. SpanDB advocates the use of a small, fast,
and often more expensive NVMe SSD as a speed disk (SD),
while deploying larger, slower, and cheaper SSD (or arrays
of such devices) as the capacity disk (CD). SpanDB uses the
SD for two purposes: (1) WAL writes and (2) storing the top
levels of the RocksDB LSM-tree.
As WAL processing cost is user-visible and directly impacts latency, we reserve enough resources (cores and concurrent SPDK requests, plus sufficient SPDK queues), to maximize its performance. Meanwhile, WAL data only needs to be
maintained till the corresponding flush operation and typically
require GBs of space, while today’s “small” high-end SSDs,
such as Optane, offer over 300GB. This motivates SpanDB
to move the top levels of the RocksDB LSM-tree to the SD.
This also offloads a significant amount of flush/compaction
traffic from the CD, where the bulk of colder data resides.
SpanDB architecture. Fig 4 gives a high-level view of
SpanDB storage structure. Within DRAM, it retains the
RocksDB MemTable design, with one mutable and multiple immutable MemTables. Note that SpanDB introduces no
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modifications to RocksDB’s KV data structures, algorithms,
or operation semantics. The major difference here lies in its
asynchronous processing model (Sec 4.1), to reduce synchronization overhead and adaptively schedule tasks.
On-disk data are distributed across the CD and SD, two
physical storage partitions. The SD is further partitioned, with
a small WAL area and the rest of its space used as a data
area. SpanDB manages the SD as a raw device via SPDK
and redesigns the RocksDB group WAL writes (Sec 4.2),
for fast, parallel logging, improving logging bandwidth by
10⇥. The data area manages raw SSD pages to host the top
levels of the LSM-tree (Sec 4.3). To minimize changes to
RocksDB, here SpanDB implements TopFS, a lightweight
file system (including its own cache), which allows easy and
dynamic level relocation. The CD partition, meanwhile, stores
the “tree stump”, often containing the colder majority of data.
Its management remains unchanged from RocksDB, accessed
via a file system and assisted by the OS page cache.
Fig 4 also depicts the different types of SpanDB I/O traffic.
While the SD WAL area is dedicated to logging, its data area
receives all flush operations, which write entire MemTables
to L0 SST files. In addition, both SD data area and CD accommodate user reads and compaction reads/writes, where
SpanDB performs additional optimization to enable simultaneous compaction on both partitions and automatically coordinate foreground/background tasks. Finally, SpanDB is
capable of dynamic tree level placement based on real-time
bandwidth monitoring of both partitions.
Sources of performance benefits. SpanDB improves LSMtree based KV store design in multiple ways:
• By adopting a small yet fast SD accessed via SPDK, it
speeds up WAL by fast, parallel WAL writes.
• By using the SD also for data storage, it optimizes the
bandwidth utilization of such fast SSDs.
• By enabling workload-adaptive SD-CD data distribution, it
actively aggregates I/O resources available across devices
(rather than using CD only as an “overflow layer”).
• Though mainly optimizing writes, by offloading I/O to the
SD, it reduces tail latency with read-intensive workloads.
• By trimming synchronization and actively balancing foreground/background I/O demands, it exploits fast polling
I/O while saving CPU resources.
Limitations. We recognize two limitations with SpanDB’s
approach: (1) due to the aforementioned SPDK access constraint, the SD needs to be bound to one process, making
it hard to share this resource; (2) for all-read workloads,
SpanDB produces little speedup and introduces slight overhead in asynchronous processing.

4
4.1

Design and Implementation
Asynchronous Request Processing

KV stores like RocksDB and LevelDB (plus many new systems based on them [8–10, 13, 17, 48, 51, 57, 73]) use embed-
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Figure 5: Asynchronous request processing workflow
ded DB processing, where all foreground threads assume the
“client” role, each synchronously processing one KV request
at a time. With such processing often being I/O-bound (especially with WAL writes), users typically obtain higher overall
throughput (requests per second) by thread-overprovisioning,
having more client threads than cores. With fast NVMe SSDs
and interfaces such as SPDK, as discussed in Section 2.3,
thread synchronization (such as sleep and wakeup) could
easily take longer than an I/O request. In this case, thread
overprovisioning not only trades off latency, but also reduces
overall resource utilization and consequently throughput.
In addition, with polling-based SPDK I/O, having threads
co-exist on the same cores loses the appeal of improving
CPU utilization during I/O waits. This also applies to the
common practice of managing LSM-tree flush/compaction
tasks using background threads. In particular, as “fsync” with
SPDK I/O involves busy-wait, the existing RocksDB design
of unleashing potentially many background threads would
create huge disruption to other threads and waste CPU cycles.
Recognizing these, SpanDB adopts asynchronous request
processing, as illustrated in Fig 5. On an n-core machine,
users configure the number of client threads as Nclient , each
occupying one core. The remaining (n Nclient ) cores host
SpanDB internal server threads, internally partitioned into
two roles: loggers and workers. All these threads spin
on their assigned cores. Loggers are dedicated to WAL
writes, while workers handle both background processing
(flush/compaction) and non-I/O tasks such as MemTable reads
and updates, WAL entry preparation, and transaction related
locking/synchronization. Based on the write intensity observed, a head-server thread automatically and adaptively
decides the number of loggers, who are bound to cores with
SPDK queue allocation that protect WAL write bandwidth.
Asynchronous APIs. SpanDB provides simple, intuitive
asynchronous APIs. For existing RocksDB synchronous get
and put operations, it adds their asynchronous counterparts
A_get and A_put, plus A_check to examine request status.
Similar API expansion applies to scan and delete. Accordingly, SpanDB expands RocksDB’s status enumeration.
Fig 6 gives a sample client code segment. Here the client
adopts the inherent spirit of asynchronous processing: to over-
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Request *req = null;
while(true){
if(req == null)
req = GenerateRequest();
LogsDB->A_put(req->key, req->value, req->status);// issue async req
if(!(req->status->IsBusy())){
pending_queue->enqueue (req);
req = null; // ready to generate next req
}
for(Request* r in pending_queue){
if (A_check(r->status)==completed) { // check outstanding reqs
pending_queue.remove(r);
custom_process(r);
}
} // end for
} // end while

Figure 6: SpanDB API example
lap wait with active work. It issues A_put requests in a loop,
moving on to check the status of outstanding requests (and
perform proper processing upon their completion), followed
by issuing another request. A new request may be temporarily rejected by SpanDB, via the IsBusy status set within the
A_put call, in which case the client will resubmit later.
SpanDB request processing. SpanDB manages the stages
of foreground request processing, as well as background
flush/compaction tasks in a number of queues. These queues
pass sub-tasks among threads and also provide feedback on a
certain system component’s stress level. Based on such feedback, SpanDB could regulate the client request issuing rate
(via the aforementioned IsBusy interface) or dynamically
adjust its internal task allocation among workers.
Fig 5 illustrates the relevant SpanDB task queues. The
flush and compaction queues (QFlush and Qcompact ) are from
RocksDB’s existing design, though SpanDB modifies the
actual operations to use SPDK I/O. In addition, SpanDB adds
four queues: one for reads (QRead ), and three to break up
writes (QProLog , QLog , and QE piLog ).
For asynchronous reads, SpanDB retains the RocksDB synchronous model when a request requires no I/O. With typical
locality in KV applications, many reads are served from the
MemTable, especially with larger MemTables enabled by spacious DRAM today. Given a key, the client quickly checks
whether it is a MemTable hit and if so, completes the read
operation itself. Such a “lucky read” takes only 4-6µs end
to end, as opposed to 30µs on average even when reading
from Optane under contention. Otherwise, the client inserts
the request into QRead and returns. A worker will later pick
it up, completing the rest of the RocksDB read routine and
setting its completion status.
For asynchronous writes, SpanDB breaks its processing
into three parts. The client simply dumps a request into
QProLog , to be processed by a worker. The latter generates
a WAL log entry, which in turn is passed into QLog . Both
queues are designed to promote batched logging (described
in Sec 2.2): a worker/logger would grab all the items in these
queues. Beyond batching, the loggers pipeline log writes, maximizing SPDK write concurrency (see Sec 4.2). After writing
a batch to the SD, a logger adds the appropriate requests to
QE piLog , for workers to complete their final processing, in-
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cluding the actual MemTable updates. Like reads, tasks here
require individual attention and no speedup can be achieved
from their batching. As seen in Fig 5, QProLog and QLog are
flat lock-free queues, which allow easy “grab all” dequeuing.
The other two, QRead and QE piLog , are circular queues and
only require locks in dequeue operations.
Task scheduling. The above SpanDB queues provide natural feedback for adjusting internal resource allocation. Our
SPDK benchmarking results (Fig 3) shows that high-end
NVMe SSDs offer parallelism but can be saturated by a
few cores each issuing several concurrent requests. Hence
SpanDB starts with one logger, growing and shrinking this
allocation between 1 and 3 according to the current write intensity. The workers, however, are flexible to work on all the
other queues, both foreground and background. Among the 3
foreground queues, SpanDB performs load balancing based
on their queue length weighted by their average per-task processing time. Between the foreground and background queues,
SpanDB prioritizes foreground, with an adaptive threshold
to monitor background queue length, to proactively perform
cleaning up, especially with write-intensive workloads.
Transaction support. SpanDB fully supports transactions
and provides an asynchronous commit interface A_commit
by making a few minor changes to RocksDB. Note that in
RocksDB’s transaction mode, writes will generate WAL entries in an internal buffer, which is only written by the commit
call. The difference here is that A_commit inserts corresponding write tasks into QProLog .

4.2

High-speed Logging via SPDK

Enabling parallelism and pipelining. SpanDB uses SPDK
to flush log entries to raw NVMe SSD devices, bypassing the
file system and Linux I/O stack. It retains the group logging
mechanism described in Sec 2.3, but enables multiple concurrent WAL write streams. Rather than having one client as
leader (and forcing followers to wait), it employs dedicated
loggers, who issue simultaneous batch writes. Each logger
grabs all requests it sees in QLog and aggregates these WAL
entries into as few 4KB blocks as possible. It performs pipelining by stealing the SPDK busy-wait time for one request to
prepare/check others, as introduced in Sec 2.3. For instance,
with 2L4R, there are up to 8 outstanding WAL write groups.
Log data management. Parallel WAL writes complicate log
data management, especially on a raw device without a file
system. Luckily, with atomic 4KB SPDK writes, coordinating
concurrent WAL streams adds little overhead.
SpanDB allocates a configurable number of logical pages
on the SD to its WAL area (10GB in our evaluation), each with
a unique log page number (LPN). One of them is set aside
as a metadata page. At any time, there is only one mutable
MemTable, whose log “file” grows. We allocate a fixed number of log page groups, each containing consecutive pages
and large enough to hold logs for one MemTable. Occupied
log pages are organized by their corresponding MemTables:
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Figure 7: SpanDB’s parallel WAL logging mechanism
SpanDB conveniently reuses the RocksDB MemTable’s “log
file number” field as a log tag number (LTN), embedded at
the beginning of all log pages for recovery.
Fig 7 gives an example of having four MemTables, one
mutable (active) and three immutable, with different status
(“A” for “active” and “I” for “inactive”) in the metadata page.
The long stripes in the bottom show two of the log page groups
allocated. After a MemTable is flushed, its entire stripe of log
pages is recycled, guaranteeing a MemTable’s contiguous log
storage. For each immutable MemTable, the metadata page
records the start and end LPN of its log pages. Given that
typical KV stores use a small number of MemTables, one
page is more than enough to hold such metadata.
With loggers issuing concurrent requests, each supplying a
WAL data buffer and size, the only synchronization point is
log page allocation. We implement lightweight atomic page
allocation with compare-and-swap (CAS) operations. Fig 7
shows 3 requests allocated 1, 3, and 2 pages, respectively,
who can then proceed in parallel. These WAL writes do not
modify the metadata page, where the per-MemTable end LPN
is only appended when that MemTable becomes immutable.
Within a log page, the logger first records the current LTN,
followed by a set of log entries, each annotated with its size.
The zoom-in part in Fig 7 portraits such layout, including the
per-entry checksum (already calculated in RocksDB).
Correctness. SpanDB’s parallel WAL write design preserves
the RocksDB consistency semantics. It does not change the
concurrency control mechanism used to coordinate and order
client requests. Therefore, transactions with happened-before
restrictions never appear out of order in the log pages, as
briefly explained below. RocksDB’s default isolation guarantee is READ COMMITTED. It also checks write-write conflicts and serializes two concurrent transactions that simultaneously update common KV items. With these two isolation
guarantees, for any two update transactions T1 and T2 , READ
COMMITTED implies that if T1 happens before T2 (i.e., T2 sees
the effects of T1 ), then T1 must commit before T2 started. By
the design of the RocksDB group WAL write protocol, the
above implies that the log entries of T1 and T2 should appear
in two batches, where the batch commit of T1 arrive earlier
than and complete before the one of T2 . While log batches
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are written in parallel with SpanDB, they pass a serialization
point for atomic page allocation. Therefore T1 ’s batch is still
guaranteed to obtain a lower sequence number than the one
of T2 , for the latter to see the updates of the former. Similarly,
When recovering from WAL data, SpanDB always performs
redo in ascending order of sequence numbers.
Log recovery. Recovery is rather straightforward. When
rebooting from a crash, the recovery process first reads the
metadata page, to retrieve the number of log page groups and
their corresponding page address ranges. The actual recovery
from a log page group is highly similar to RocksDB’s from a
log file. Again the LTN number in each page helps identify
the “end” of the active log page group.
However, the one complication we find is that as SpanDB
recycles log page groups, which contain old log pages, during
recovery SpanDB needs to know which pages of the current
log group have been overwritten. RocksDB relies on the file
system during recovery: it reads whatever data is contained
in the active log file. Without the file system, SpanDB could
persist a separate metadata update or wipe out old log pages
(e.g., by writing 0s) before recycling them. Both approaches
double the WAL I/O volume and cut the SD’s effective WAL
write bandwidth in half. Instead, we reuse the per-MemTable
LTN as a log page “color”. Since the SSDs can guarantee 4K
atomic writes to the device and the LTN is always written
at the beginning of a page, the pages themselves reveal the
location of the last successful writes. Recall the metadata
page maintains the current/active LTN (the one with status
“A”) – a page within this group but with an obsolete LTN has
not yet been overwritten from the current MemTable.

4.3

Offloading LSM-tree Levels to SD

For sustained, balanced execution of KV servers, SpanDB
migrates the top levels of the RocksDB LSM-tree to the SD,
offering users more return from their hardware investment. Below we discuss the major challenges and solutions involved.
Data area storage organization. One constraint in using
SPDK on an NVMe SSD is that the whole device has to
be unbound from the native kernel drivers, and cannot be
accessed through the conventional I/O stack. Therefore one
cannot partition the SD, to use SPDK only for writing WAL
to one area and install a file system on the other.
To minimize modifications to RocksDB I/O, SpanDB implements TopFS, a stripped-down file system, providing familiar file interface wrappers on top of SPDK I/O. The SST
files’ append-only and thereafter immutable nature, plus their
single-writer access pattern, simplifies the TopFS design. For
example, file sizes are known at creation (for flush, with an
immutable MemTable’s size fixed) or have a known limit (for
compaction). Also, each SST file is written in entirety once,
by a single thread, from either flush or compaction. In both
cases, the input data are not deleted till the SST file write
successfully completes. In addition, TopFS does guarantee
data persistence upon file close. These enable the allocation
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of per-file contiguous LPN ranges, similar to the aforementioned log page groups. Metadata management is then simple:
a hash table, indexed by file name, stores the files’ start and
end LPNs. TopFS manages space allocation using an LPN
free list, where contiguous LPN ranges are merged.
Ensuring WAL write priority. While flush/compaction
could eventually block foreground writes if neglected long
enough, in most cases, their latency remains hidden from
users. Therefore the SD should ideally utilize the residual
bandwidth available, but yield to WAL writes, whose latency
is fully visible to users. SPDK provides enough NVMe queue
pairs (each composed of one submission and one completion
queue): 31 on Intel Optane P4800X and 128 on Intel P4610.
This enables separate management of different request types.
Unfortunately, none of the existing commodity SSDs implement priority management over these queues [29]. Also, these
queues offer very limited operations: users could only issue
requests and check completion status.
Therefore, besides the foreground-background coordination done at its queues (Section 4.1), SpanDB needs to prioritize WAL requests. We found their priority could be effectively protected by (1) allocating dedicated queues to each
logger request slot (i.e., 8 queues for L2R4), (2) reducing the
flush/compaction I/O request size from the RocksDB default
of 1MB to 64KB to minimize their I/O contention with WAL,
and (3) limiting the number of worker threads assigned to
perform flush/compaction.
SpanDB SPDK cache. Another challenge SpanDB faces
is that SPDK bypasses the OS page cache. If unattended,
this brings excellent raw I/O but disastrous application I/O
performance. To overcome this, we implement SpanDB’s
own cache on TopFS. Note that with SPDK I/O, all data
buffers passed must be allocated in pinned memory via
spdk_dma_malloc(). SpanDB reuses such buffers as a
cache, hereby saving additional memory copying.
Upon SpanDB initialization, it allocates a large memory
cache (size configurable) in hugepage. Upon an SST file’s
creation, SpanDB reserves the appropriate number of contiguous 64KB buffers in the cache (recall that the file size
or size limit is known). SpanDB manages this cache using
another hash table, again with the RocksDB SST file name as
the key. The value field is an array storing the cache entry for
each file block, storing the appropriate memory address if the
block is cached, otherwise NULL. The block size configuration
clearly involves a tradeoff between cache data granularity and
metadata overhead. Our evaluation uses the SpanDB default
block size of 64KB, producing a <500KB metadata overhead
for a 100GB database.
Dynamic level placement. With all the above mechanisms,
we can dynamically adjust the number of tree levels residing
on SD. Initially, we pursued an analytical model to directly
compute an optimal SD-CD level partitioning that maximizes
overall system throughput. However, we could not find accurate LSM-tree write amplification models that agree with
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5

Evaluation

5.1

Experimental Setup

We implemented SpanDB1 on top of RocksDB, with around
6000 lines of C++ code for its core functionality, plus 300
lines for integration with RocksDB.
Platform. We use a server with 2 20-core Xeon Gold 6248
processors and 256GB DRAM, running CentOS 7.7. The
storage setting, denoted in “CD-SD” pairs, involves four data
center device types. Among them, SATA SSDs (Intel S4510,
“S”) are used to form an 4+1 RAID5 group. As SPDK does
not apply to SATA devices, S is used as CD only.
Beside Optane P4800X (“O”), we test two more Intel DC
NVMe SSDs as CD and SD respectively: P4510 (“N1”) and
P4610 (“N2”), the former being larger, cheaper, and with
higher bandwidth. The device details are in Table 1. Finally,
we access CD via ext4, widely adopted in KV stores studies [13, 17, 51, 57].
Baseline and system configurations. Our natural baseline
is vanilla RocksDB (v6.5.1), the base of SpanDB’s development. Unless otherwise stated, all tests with RocksDB and
SpanDB share the following configurations. Considering the
current trend of larger DRAM space in servers, we use four
1GB MemTables, and set the maximum WAL size to 1GB.
RocksDB is set to use up to 6 threads for compaction and 2
for flush. We follow common practice in performance evaluation that turns off compression when using synthetically
generated requests [9, 48, 51, 57]. The remaining parameters
1 Publicly
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Table 1: Enterprise disks tested (pricing from CDW-G on
09/15/2020). DWPD (Drive Writes Per Day) measures the
times/day one could overwrite an entire drive for its lifetime.
Note that H and S are used in (4+1) RAID5 arrays, while the
listed numbers here are single-disk data.
ID

Model
Intel SSD DC
S4510
Intel SSD DC
P4510
Intel SSD DC
P4610
Intel Optane SSD
P4800X

S
N1
N2
O

Interface

Capacity

SATA

960 GB

NVMe

4.0 TB

NVMe

1.6 TB

NVMe

375 GB

100% Write

Price
$248
$0.26/GB
$978
$0.25/GB
$634
$0.40/GB
$1221
$3.25/GB

Seq. write
bandwidth

Write
latency

Endurance
(DWPD)

510 MB/s

37 us

1.03

2900 MB/s

18 us

1.03

2080 MB/s

18 us

1.03

2000 MB/s

10 us

30

50% Write

5% Write

300

Latency (us)

800

Thpt (KOPS)

our measurement. In particular, state-of-the-art work on this
front [49] seems to not take into account write speed and its
variation. Our tests show that these factors could heavily impact the transient “tree shape” (with the top levels bulging out
at different degrees beyond their size limit) and consequently
the write/read amplification level.
Therefore, SpanDB settles for ad-hoc, dynamic partitioning,
by observing the sustained resource utilization level imbalance between the SD and CD. Its head-server thread monitors
the SD bandwidth usage, and triggers the SST file relocation
when it is below BWL , till either it reaches BWH or the SD is
full, where BWL and BWH are two configurable thresholds.
Rather than migrating data between SD and CD, as the
SST files constantly go through merging, SpanDB gradually
“promotes” or “demotes” a whole level by redirecting their
file creation to a different destination. It has a pointer that
indicates currently which levels should go to the fast NVMe
device. For example, a pointer of 3 covers all top 3 levels.
However, this pointer only determines the destination of new
SST files. Therefore it is possible to have a new L3 file on SD
and an older L2 file on CD, though such “inversions” are rare
as the top levels are smaller and their files are updated more
often.
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Figure 8: Impact of data placement in SpanDB (S-O steup,
512GB database)
are set to RocksDB default. Additionally, we compare with
two recent key value stores designed for high-performance
SSDs, namely KVell [46] and RocksDB-BlobFS [61].
Workloads and Datasets. We run microbenchmarks and
two popular KV workloads, YCSB [16] and Facebook’s
LinkBench [6]. For most tests with YCSB, we follow common practice [46, 48, 51] and use 1KB KV item size, loading
a 512GB database with randomly generated keys as the initial
state. The query phase issues 20M requests (preceded by 30%
extra requests for warm-up).

5.2

Microbenchmark Results

Adaptive KV data placement. To assess SpanDB’s automatic LSM-tree level placement, we use 3 YCSB-like workloads with different write intensity (Fig 8). We tested a 512GB
database on the S-O device combination. To compare with
SpanDB’s adaptive setting (“Auto”), we configured SpanDB
with different fixed placement options: “PL” (“pure logging”,
where the SD is used solely for WAL writes), and “LAD-n”
(the top n levels of the LSM-tree is placed on the SD). The
left and right charts show request processing throughput and
average latency, respectively.
The results indicate that different workloads see different
configuration sweet points. With a write-only workload, PL
enables the fastest absorption of write bursts, dedicating the
SD to WAL writes. The fixed placement plans (LAD-0 to
LAD-3) deliver lower yet almost uniform performance, due
to that their total data size (27.3GB) is rather small relative
to the total 512GB database. They are slower in writes by
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Figure 10: Performance of different RocksDB and SpanDB
configurations (S-O setup, 100GB database)
adding flush/compaction traffic to the SD, while moving one
more or fewer (small) layer here has little impact. Please note
that we cannot evaluate LAD-4 here, as the total database
size (over 300GB), plus the WAL area and the temporary top
tree level growth to accommodate fast writes, would run out
of the usable space of the Optane disk (around 330GB in
our experience). SpanDB’s auto policy here matches the PL
performance by adopting the same placement.
With more read-intensive workloads, using the SD for data
helps by speeding up reads. Again only LAD-3 brings visible
improvement as the previous levels are quite small. SpanDB’s
auto placement, however, roughly doubles throughput and
halves latency from LAD-3. Its dynamic strategy does not
have to migrate an entire tree level: here it ends up moving
about 72% of the L4 data to SD, cutting average read latency
significantly. For the rest of the paper, we evaluate SpanDB
with its auto data placement.
Adaptive background I/O coordination. Here we use a
multi-phase workload to simulate time-varying user behavior common in production environments [32]. It begins with
bursty requests, issuing 1.5M requests at the beginning of
multiple 25-second episodes with 50% writes and 50% reads
(Zipfian key distribution), followed by around 35 seconds of
100% writes, and finally 25 seconds of 95% reads. Fig 9 portraits the request throughput, latency, and background activity
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level (flush/compaction task counts as reported in RocksDB).
We compare SpanDB’s auto adaptation with two fixed configurations: “BG-L” (RocksDB default, one thread each for
compaction and flush), and “BG-H” (6 compaction and 2
flush threads). During phase 1 (bursty), BG-H performs the
worst, with 2⇥ higher average latency and 39% lower average throughput than BG-L during each burst. After an initial
period of write accumulation, the foreground tasks become
severely interfered by its aggressive compaction. “Auto” behaves quite similarly to BG-L during the write request bursts,
prioritizing foreground tasks. Unlike with the fixed thread
allocation in RocksDB, its background I/O is not constrained
to a few threads. So after the burst passes, SpanDB Auto
loses no time in catching up with background tasks, resulting
in “background compaction bursts” (red peaks in the bottom
figure) much more intense than both BG-L and BG-H. Overall, this leads to faster completion of backlogged compaction
tasks, and better preparation for future write bursts.
In the second phase (all-write), BG-L regularly stalls foreground processing, producing dramatic latency/throughput
fluctuations, which does not happen with the more
compaction-conscious BG-H or Auto. With higher background resource allocation, BG-H still performs worse than
Auto (due to its less pro-active compaction), obtaining slightly
lower throughput and having one write stall. For the last phase
(read-intensive), with light flush/compaction load, BG-L and
Auto achieve nearly identical performance, while BG-H lags
behind in throughput, due to wasting thread allocation (as
required by SPDK to be bound to a core) to background tasks.
This confirms that SpanDB’s asynchronous workflow, designed mainly to reduce software overhead with polling I/O,
also enables adaptive background task scheduling.
Breakdown analysis. Fig 10 breaks down SpanDB’s improvement by incrementally enabling its individual techniques, again with workloads at different write intensity. The
first 4 bar groups show variants of RocksDB, while the last 2
of SpanDB. To enable RocksDBO , RocksDB’s execution on a
single fast disk (Optane), we use a smaller database (100GB).
With RocksDBSO , RocksDB uses the SD (O) for WAL and
CD (S) for all data. RocksDBSPDK_WAL uses the same setting,
only with WAL writes via SPDK instead of ext4. SpanDBPL
adds asynchronous processing and parallel WAL writes, while
SpanDB enables auto-placement of data.
From the all-write results, one sees clearly how little
the hardware upgrade matters with RocksDB (RocksDBS
to RocksDBO ). Separating logging with data I/O helps
(RocksDBSO ), and adopting SPDK further doubles write
throughput. Still, RocksDBSPDK_WAL only unlocks a small
fraction of the Optane disk’s concurrent small write performance, as demonstrated by SpanDB (both PL and Auto), who
achieves a 4.5⇥ throughput.
When the workload becomes balanced (50% read), the performance growth becomes less dramatic, though still very significant. Here RocksDBS and RocksDBO have almost identical
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Figure 11: Throughput and latency of various YCSB workloads, 20M requests on 512GB database. (YCSB-A: 50% update and
50% read, YCSB-B: 5% update and 95% read, YCSB-E: 95% scan and 5% insert, YCSB-F: 50% read and 50% read-modify-write)
performance, as adding a CD helps offloading write traffic,
but lowers read speed. SpanDB’s auto version beats the best
RocksDB variant by 2.74⇥, and nearly doubles the throughput of its PL version, as the fast SD accelerates reads. With
95%-read (blue bar), RocksDBO stands out among RocksDB
variants, showing that with reads, the vanilla RocksDB on
ext4 actually quite efficiently utilizes the Optane disk (consistent with benchmarking results in Fig 2). SpanDB’s auto
version, in this case, also chooses to place its data on the SD
and matches the RocksDBO performance.

5.3

Overall Performance

We use YCSB and LinkBench to evaluate SpanDB’s overall
performance against RocksDB, on three CD-SD hardware
pairs: S-N2, S-O, and N1-O. Note that RocksDB allows easy
assignment of logging destination, therefore we set it to also
writes WAL to the SD (its LSM-tree levels, however, cannot
be relocated without substantial code change). Hence the
RocksDB baseline evaluated does use both disks in the CDSD pair, though via the file system.
YCSB write-intensive tests. As SpanDB primarily targets
write optimization, we start with write-intensive workloads.
With all-write (Fig 11(a)), issuing 20M write requests (Zipfian key distribution), RocksDB delivers uniformly low performance across all three device pairs. This reveals how existing
systems, logging sequentially via a file system, fail to utilize
high-end SSDs well. From this baseline, SpanDB dramatically
improves both throughput and latency, bringing a throughput
increase of 7.6-8.8⇥ across different CD-SD combinations,
while reducing average latency by 1.5-2⇥. This higher improvement on throughput than on latency is attributed to our
parallel batch logging (both in QProLog and QLog ). For example, on S-O, the RocksDB log batch size averages around 20.
SpanDB has an average batch size of around 7, but may have
multiple threads process batches in parallel.
Fig 11(b) and Fig 11(c) give results for YCSB-A (50%
reads and 50% updates), with Zipfian and uniform key dis-
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tribution, respectively. Having 50% reads, on such a large
database, actually slows down overall request processing, as
reads cannot be batched. Here SpanDB’s improvement over
RocksDB remains significant: improving throughput by 2.64.0⇥ while reducing latency by 2.2-3.0⇥ (Zipfian distribution). With more reads, both systems are more sensitive to
the underlying storage hardware, and the N1-O combination
excels due to N1’s lower read latency than S. Meanwhile,
compared with RocksDB, SpanDB harvests much more performance gain from this device pair.
With uniform distribution, SpanDB’s edge over RocksDB
is weakened by having more memory cache read misses. Most
data reside on the CD, where SpanDB’s reads work similarly
as the baseline. Still, SpanDB outperforms RocksDB by 1.72.4⇥ in throughput and by 1.9-2.4⇥ in latency.
Other standard YCSB tests. Next, we run the other 3 YCSB
workloads: B, E and F. Due to space limit we give Zipfian
results only, and omit C (no writes) and D (similar to B).
With the 95%-read YCSB-B and YCSB-E (Fig 11(d) and
Fig 11(e)), SpanDB still delivers moderate enhancement:
throughput growth by 1.03⇥-1.66⇥, and latency cut by 9.5%42%. Between them, it has a smaller gain with YCSB-E, dominated by scan operations and with a higher memory hit ratio
(from reading a random number of consecutive keys). YCSBF (Fig 11(f)) contains 50% reads and 50% read-modify-writes.
Though its read ratio (75%) is between YCSB-A and YCSBB, it behaves more like YCSB-A (with read-modify-write
dominated by write cost): SpanDB outperforms RocksDB
significantly in both throughput and latency.
Among all tests in Fig 11, except for the most read-intensive
ones (B and E), SpanDB on the lowest device setting (S-N2)
significantly outperforms RocksDB on the highest one (N1O), demonstrating its cost-effectiveness. The two 95%-read
workloads highlight the benefit of a low-latency CD, while
SpanDB further boosts performance across all device pairs.
Finally, we report SpanDB’s impact on tail latency. Due to
space limit, here we focus on the read-intensive tests (B, E,
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Table 2: Tail latency in YCSB read-intensive tests (S-O)
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Figure 12: Performance of LinkBench
and F), on S-O, listing the P90 and P99 request latency in Table 2. Though the write-oriented SpanDB produces moderate
overall performance improvement for read-intensive workloads as shown earlier, it reduces the P90 and P99 tail by up to
1.40⇥ and 2.62⇥, respectively. A closer examination reveals
that for mixed workloads (F), SpanDB reduces the impact
of compaction on tail reads; for read-intensive (B and E), it
helps by faster writes.
LinkBench transactional workload. We assess SpanDB’s
asynchronous transaction processing with Facebook’s
LinkBench [6] (Fig 12). Our test uses a 206GB database
containing 600M vertices and 2622M links, performing 20M
requests with LinkBench’s default configuration: 56% scan,
11% write, 13% read, and 20% read-modify-write operations. Again, for this overall read-intensive workload (around
70%-read), SpanDB fares well against RocksDB, increasing
throughput by up to 50.3% and cuts latency by up to 41%. The
results demonstrate SpanDB’s effectiveness in handling graph
OLTP workloads, where WAL writes cannot be forgone.
Comparison w. NVMe SSD-based systems. Finally, Fig 13
compares SpanDB against two recent systems leveraging fast
NVMe SSDs: KVell [46] and RocksDB-BlobFS [61]. Here
we test with larger datasets, using a 2TB database (except for
RocksDB-BlobFS, which failed to run with larger sizes and
we included its 250GB test results for reference.) We assess 4
YCSB workloads: all-write, A, B, and E.2
First, RocksDB-BlobFS, accessing a single Optane via
BlobFS, delivers worse performance than RocksDB in most
cases, even with a much smaller database. Then, we compare
with KVell, which benefits from a shared-nothing design that
partitions data across multiple disks, aggressive request batching, and elimination of sorting/compaction. Meanwhile, such
a shared-nothing design with no logging creates challenges in
handling transactions (which is not supported by the current
KVell). As the 2TB database runs beyond the O-O capacity,
2 KVell’s

code base does not include YCSB-F, whose implementation was
identical to YCSB-A according to the authors.
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here it runs on N1-N1. We test KVell with two batch size
settings: “B=1” (lowest latency and throughput) and “match”
(the smallest batch size that surpasses SpanDB’s throughput).
With all-write, KVell cannot match SpanDB’s throughput
even at its largest batch size (64), where it suffers huge latency
(average at nearly 5000µs). Batch size 1 delivers a throughput
at 15.2% of SpanDB’s S-O level, and an average latency at
2.17⇥. YCSB-A sees a similar contrast, though to a lesser
degree. With the read-intensive YCSB-B, KVell slightly outperforms SpanDB N2-O in throughput with batch size at 3,
but reports latency 4.17⇥ higher, while batch size 1 loses
in both throughput and latency. SpanDB also wins in scans
(YCSB-E), producing a 1.4⇥ throughput and 57% latency
reduction compared against KVell at batch size 64.
CPU utilization. With the 50%-write YCSB workload,
SpanDB’s CPU utilization is 94.5%, while RocksDB’s CPU
utilization is only 63.7%. This is a direct consequence of spinning threads on cores, as required by SpanDB’s polling-based
I/O and asynchronous request processing: All workers are
busy with the request processing and never sleep. Overall
the system spends more time doing useful work: SpanDB
delivers a 3⇥ throughput improvement RocksDB in this experiment. Meanwhile, under light loads SpanDB can easily
enable queue wait monitoring, with its head-server thread
directing other internal threads to sleep when necessary.

5.4

Recovery

We also tested SpanDB’s recovery by inserting system crashes
at random time points in our experiments. Specifically, we
verified that updates in a MemTable, which were persisted
to WAL on SD before a crash, could be correctly recovered
upon rebooting. Results show that SpanDB was successfully
recovered in all cases. Regarding performance, both SpanDB
and RocksDB achieve almost the same recovery speed, e.g.,
10.25s and 10.27s to recover a 4GB database, respectively.
It is reasonable as our earlier results show SPDK and ext4
deliver similar performance for large, sequential reads.

6

Related Work

Tiered storage. Multiple systems leverage tiering techniques
on heterogeneous devices, mainly developing general-purpose
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file systems, such as NVMFS [55], Strata [43], and Ziggurat [75], transparently operating across NVRAM, SSD, and
HDD layers. SpanDB is similar in exploiting the low latency
of fast devices and the high bandwidth/capacity of slower
ones. Its major novelty, meanwhile, lies in its KV-specific
optimizations, many above the block storage layer. Also, its
design addresses performance constraints brought by highend commodity SSDs (as well as the new SPDK interface),
rather than NVRAM units often emulated in evaluation.
HiLSM [47] and MatrixKV [70] use hybrid storage devices
for KV. However, they both only intend to use a small portion
of a fast and expensive NVM device. In addition, they target
byte-addressable NVM as the fast device, while SpanDB
focuses on the efficient utilization of NVMe SSDs, which
currently offer much wider commodity hardware choices and
significantly lower cost.
Existing work has deployed LSM-tree based KV stores
across multiple devices. For example, Mutant [71] ranks SST
files by popularity and places them on different cloud storage
devices. PrismDB [56] makes LSM-trees “read-aware” by
pinning hot objects to fast devices. SpanDB is similar in
placing the top-level SST files to fast devices, but significantly
differs from them by focusing more on write processing (often
harder to scale [13, 32]). To this end, it encompasses many
new, NVMe-oriented optimizations such as leveraging SPDK,
parallel logging, and adaptive flush/compaction.
KV stores optimizations for fast, homogeneous storage.
Many recent KV systems target low-latency, non-volatile
storage, mostly by designing novel data structures, such as
UniKV [73], LSM-trie [67], SlimDB [58], FloDB [10], PebblesDB [57], KVell [46], and SplinterDB [15]. As WAL creates a major performance bottleneck, many of them turned
off WAL in evaluation, while KVell completely removed the
commit log. This may lead to data inconsistency and a lack
of transaction support. SpanDB instead retains the data structure and semantics of the mainstream LSM-tree based design.
Moreover, the above systems assume homogeneous deployment, while SpanDB promotes heterogeneous storage that
supplements older, slower devices with small, high-end ones.
Several systems deploy hardware solutions. X-Engine [32,
74] leverages hardware acceleration such as FPGAaccelerated compaction. KVSSD [40] and PinK [35] further
offload KV management to specialized hardware, which are
not commercially available yet. SpanDB, on the other hand,
does not require special hardware support.
Another group of work optimizes KV stores on persistent memory, including HiKV [68], NoveLSM [41], NVMRocks [38], Bullet [34], SLM-DB [39], and FlatStore [14]. All
use emulators in implementation/evaluation except FlatStore,
which uses Intel Optane DCPMM. While KV stores directly
running on persistent memory have undeniable performance
advantages, hardware cost and capacity limit remain practical issues. The 256GB Optane DCPMM cost 3.12⇥ higher
(per GB) than the O disk used in our tests, and 40.5⇥ higher
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than N1. Also, they require more expensive processors. These
systems, therefore, fit better read-intensive workloads with
moderate dataset sizes. Our work targets large databases with
substantial write traffic, and aims to deliver high performance
while keeping the overall hardware cost low.
Also, FlashStore [19] uses flash as a cache for KV
stores. MyNVM [21] reduces DRAM cache demand in MyRocks [24], building a second-layer cache on Optane SSD.
SpanDB’s SD, instead, is not designed to be a cache.
Logging optimizations. Wang et al. utilized NVM for
enhanced scalability via distributed logging [64]. NVLogging [33] proposes per-transaction logging to enable concurrent logging for multiple transactions. NVWAL [42] exploits NVM to speed up WAL writes in SQLite. Again the
above studies adopt emulation, and though now commodity NVM products are available their cost remains high, as
discussed earlier. SpanDB, instead, improves WAL write performance on widely adopted NVMe block devices.
Other related work. The Staged Event-Driven Architecture
(SEDA) decomposes request processing into a sequence of
stages and use queues to pipeline, parallelize, and coordinate
their execution [65]. Similar ideas have been used in many
systems, including DeepFlash [72] and ours.
There are many studies optimizing LSM-tree based KV
stores, such as SILK [9] (I/O scheduling to reduce the interference between client and background tasks), Monkey [17]
and ElasticBF [48] (adopting dynamic bloom filter sizes to
minimize lookup cost), TRIAD [8] (exploring workload skewness to reduce flush/compaction overhead), WiscKey [51]
(separating keys and values to speedup sequential/random
accesses), and HashKV [13] (WiscKey optimization targeting update-intensive workloads). Our work is orthogonal and
complementary to the above techniques.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we explored a “poor man’s design" that deploys
a small and expensive high-speed SSD at the most-needed
locations of a KV store, while leaving the majority of data
on larger, cheaper, and slower devices. Our results reveal that
the mainstream LSM-tree based design can be significantly
improved to take advantage of such partial hardware upgrade
(while retaining the major data structures and algorithms, as
well as many orthogonal optimizations).
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